College Codes
LIBERAL ARTS AND EDUCATION
BUSINESS
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
HEALTH
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
GRADUATE
NURSING
PURE & APPLIED SCIENCES
PHARMACY
SCIENCE
SOCIAL SCIENCES
SCRIPPS HOWARD JRL AND COMM
COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA BEACH

Major Codes
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
MUSIC PERFORMANCE
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE - INSTRUM
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE KEYBOARD
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE ORGAN
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE PIANO
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE STRING
MIDDLE SCHOOL PHYSICAL SCIENC
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE VOICE
MIDDLE SCH SCI EDUC
MUSIC EDUCATION
MIDDLE AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
MIDDLE SCHOOL EDUC
MATHMETICS SECONDARY EDUC
MUSIC EDUCATION K-12
MUSIC
MUSEUM STUDIES
NURSING
NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
NURSING
NUTR APPR PROF PRAC DIETETICS
PAINTING
PARALEGAL STUDIES
PSYCHOLOGY EARLY CHILDHOOD CO
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHARMACY
PHOTOGRAPHY
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
PHYSICS
PSYCHOLOGY LEARNING BEHAVIOR
PAINTING
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PUBLIC RELATIONS ADVERTISING
PRINT JOURNALIST
PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATION NK-5
PSYCHOLOGY SPECIAL EDUC
POLITICAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 6
PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATION PRE K-3

POLITICAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 9
PSYCHOLOGY
PHYSICAL THERAPY
PROFESSIONAL TENNIS MGMT
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
READING
RECREATION
REGISTERED
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
RETAIL SALES
REGISTERED NURSE
SECONDARY SCHOOL BIOLOGY
SECONDARY SCHOOL COMPUTER SCI
SPEECH COMM THEATRE
SECONDARY EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION EARLY CHILD
SECONDARY SCHOOL ENGLISH
SPECIAL EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGY
SECONDARY SCHOOL HISTORY
SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS
SECONDARY SCHOOL MUSIC
SOCIOLOGY
SPANISH
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPEC ED PSYCHOLOGY LEARNING B
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
SECONDARY SCHOOL POLITICAL SC
SPECIAL REENTERING STUDENT
SECONDARY EDUCATION
SECONDARY SCHOOL SOCIOLOGY
SUPERVISION
SOCIAL WORK
SYSTEMS ORG AND MGT
THEATRE ART
THEORY AND PERFORMANCE
THERAPEUTIC EMPHASIS
TECHNICAL THEATRE
VOICE CONCENTRATION
JAZZ
KEYBOARD CONCENTRATION
LEADERSHIP EMPHASIS
LPN
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE
MARINE AND ENVIRONMENT SCIENC
MATHEMATICS
MIDDLE SCHOOL BIOLOGY
MEDICAL SCIENCE
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
KEYBOARD
MIDDLE SCHOOL EDUCATION
MUSIC EDUCATION PRE K-12
INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC INFORMATION KEYBOARD
MIDDLE SCHOOL ENGLISH
MUSIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
VOICE
MKT/FASHION MERCHANDISING
MIDDLE SCHOOL/HISTORY
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
BROADCAST JOURNALIST CINEMA S MARKETING
MIDDLE SCHOOL/MATHEMATICS
MASS MEDIA ARTS
MATHEMATICS/MIDDLE SCH EDUC
MIDDLE SCHOOL/MUSIC
ACCOUNTING
ARCHITECTURE
ADVERTISING
ADMINISTRATION
ADVERTISING
ADMINISTRATION
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
APPLIED PHYSICS
APPLIED PHYSICS/SECOND EDUC
ARCHITECTURE
AIRWAY SCIENCE
ART
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL MGT
AVIATION COMPUTER SCIENCE
AVIATION ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
AVIATION MANAGEMENT
AVIATION MAINTENANCE TECH
AIRWAY SCIENCE/ADMINISTRATION
AIRWAY SCIENCE
AIRWAY SCI/ELECTRONICS SYS
AIRWAY SCI/AIRCRAFT SYS MGT
BA PARALEGAL STUDIES
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
BIOLOGY
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
BIOLOGICAL SCI/MIDDLE SCH
BANKING
BROADCASTING
BROADCAST JOURNALISM
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BIOLOGICAL SCI/SECONDARY
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/AVIATION
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/CONTRACTI
BUSINESS EDUCATION
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
COMMON ENGINEERING CORE
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CERAMICS
CHEMISTRY
COMPUTER INFO SYSTEMS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
COMMUNICATION
COUNSELING
CRITICISM AND PUBLIC ADDRESS
COMPUTER EDUCATION
COMMUNICATIVE SCI AND DISORDER
COMPUTER SCIENCE
CONTROL SYSTEM
ENGLISH EDUCATION 6-8
EARLY CHILDHOOD/BIOLOGY
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ENGLISH/EARLY CHILD EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
EARLY CHILDHOOD/ENGLISH
EARLY CHILDHOOD/HISTORY
KEYBOARD CONCENTRATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
EARLY CHILDHOOD/MARINE SCIENC
EARLY CHILDHOOD/MATHEMATICS
ELECTRICAL MAGNETIC/OPTICS
ENGLISH/MIDDLE SCH EDUC
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SYSTEM MGT
ENGLISH
ENGLISH ARTS
ENGLISH EDUCATION 9-12
ENGLISH EDUCATION NK-5
EARLY CHILDHOOD/PSYCHOLOGY
ENGLISH/SECONDARY EDUC
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
VOICE CONCENTRATION
FIRE ADMINISTRATION
FINANCE
FLIGHT EDUCATION
PRIM CARE FAMILY NURSE PRACT
FRENCH
GRAFIC DESIGN
GRADUATE
GRAPHIC DESIGN
GENERAL STUDIES
HISTORY EDUCATION 6-8
HISTORY EDUCATION 9-12
HUMAN ECOLOGY
HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUC
HISTORY
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
HISTORY/MIDDLE SCH EDUC
HISTORY EDUCATION NK-4
HOTEL/RESTAURANT MGT
HUMAN RESOURCE MGT
HISTORY/SECONDARY EDUC
HUMAN NUTRITION
INTERIOR DESIGN
JAZZ CONCENTRATION
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION GRAD
LEADERSHIP
Management Information Sys
PHARMACY - First Professional
MEDIA MANAGEMENT
Nursing
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Media Management
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PRINT JOURNALISM
Advertising
Advanced Adult Nursing
Community Health Nursing
Community Mental Health/Psych
Counseling Coll. Student Dev.
Family Nurse Practitioner
Guidance Counseling
Gerontological Nurse Practitioner
Nursing Administrator
Nursing Educator
Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Women's Health Nurse Practitioner
Hotel and Resort Management
Special Education
Elementary Education
Educational Admin Supervision
Learning Behavior Disorders
Serious Emotional Disorders
Contracting
International Marketing
Cafeteria Studies
General Studies
Elementary Education
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Cell and Molecule Bio Scholar
Organism/Ecology/Biodiversity
Org/Ecol/Biodiversity Scholars

Degree Codes
BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MASTER OF ARTS
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Fine Arts
MASTER OF SCI IN MNGMNT
MASTER DEGREE
MASTER OF SCIENCE
MASTER IN TEACHING
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
DOCTOR OF PHARMACY
TEACHING CERTIFICATE

Program Codes
BA in Arts and Humanities
BA in Broadcasting
BA in Eng Arts
BA in French
BA in History
BA in Interior Design
BA in Jazz
BA in Mass Media
BA in Music
BA in Public Relations/Advertising
BA in Speech Comm and Theater
BA in Spanish
BA in Speech and Drama
BA in Theater Arts
BS in Art
BS in English
BS in History
BS in Mus Eng Tech
BS in Music
BS in Speech Comm and Theater
BS in Speech and Drama
BA in Economics
BS in Accounting
BS in Business Management
BS in Banking
BS in Business Administration
BS in Economics

Continuing Education
CE Graduate
CE Undergraduate
Dental
Law
Medical
Professional
Professional Graduate
Professional Undergraduate
Virginia Beach Undergraduate
Undergraduate Second
Virginia Beach Graduate

Class Codes
Doctoral Candidate
Post Doctoral Candidate
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
First Year Professional
Second Year Professional
Third Year Professional
Fourth Year Professional
Freshman
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Entering Freshman
Masters Candidate
Post Masters Candidate

Level Codes
Graduate
Undergraduate
BS in Entrepreneurship
BS in Finance
BS in Mkts/Fashion Merchandising
BS in Marketing
BA in Paralegal Studies
BA in General Studies
BS in Air Traffic Control Management
BS in Business Management
BS in Emergency Medical System
BS in Fire Administration Management
BS in Systems Org & Mgmt
BA in Communicative Science
BS in Early Childhood Education
BS in Elementary Education
BS in Health & Safety Education
BS in Middle School Education
BS in Physical Education
BS in Recreation
BS in Special Education
BS in Sports Management
BS in Airway Science
BS in Aviation Computer Science
BS in Aviation Electronic Systems
BS in Aviation Management
BS in Airway Science
BS in Building Construction
BS in Chemical Engineering
BS in Electrical Engineering
BS in Flight Education
Bachelor of Architecture
DPT in Physical Therapy
MA in Administration
MA in Biology
MA in Communication Disorders
MA in Counseling
MA in Computer Education
MA in Comm Sci and Disorders
MA in Elementary Education
MA in French
MA in Guidance
MA in Human Ecology
MA in History
MA in Mathematics
MA in Music
MA in Museum Studies
MA in Reading
MA in Secondary Education
MA in Special Education
MA in Supervision
Masters of Bus Administration
MM in Business
MS in Applied Mathematics
MS in Biology
MS in Communication Disorders
MS in Chemistry
MS in Computer Science
MS in Early Childhood/History
MS in Early Childhood/Marine
MS in Human Nutrition
MS in Medical Science
MS in Nursing
MS in Physics
MT in Early Childhood/Biology
MT in Early Childhood/English
MT in Early Childhood/History
MT in Early Childhood/Marine
MT in Early Childhood/Math
MT in Early Childhood/Psychology
MT in Middle School/Biology
MT in Middle School/English
MT in Middle School/History
MT in Middle School/Math
MT in Middle School/Physical Science
MT in Music Education
MT in Music
MT in Secondary School/Biology
MT in Secondary School/Computer Science
MT in Special Education/Early Childhood
MT in Special Education/Communication Disorders
MT in Special Education/Psychology
MT in Secondary School/History
MT in Secondary School/Math
MT Secondary School/Music
MT in Special Education/Psychology/Learning Behavior
MT in Secondary School/Political Science
MT in Secondary School/Sociology
PHD in Nursing
PHD in Physics
BS in Nursing
BA in Biology
BA in Communication Disorders
BA in Chemistry
BA in Mathematics
BA in Physics
BS in Airway Science
BS in Building Construction
BS in Biology
BS in Communicative Science
BS in Civil Engineering
BS in Chemical Engineering
BS in Chemistry
BS in Computer Information Systems
BS in Computer Science
BS in Electrical Engineering
BS in Engineering
PMD in Pharmacy
BA in Biology
BA in Chemistry
BA in Communication Science
BA in Mathematics
BA in Physics
BS in Biology
BS in Chemistry
BS in Computer Information Systems
BS in Computer Science
BS in Engineering
BS in Marine and Environment
BS in Mathematics
BS in Physics
BS in Physical Therapy
BA in Interior Design
BA in Interior Design
BA in Political Science
BA in Psychology
BA in Sociology
BA in Social Work
BS in Human Ecology
BS in Political Science
BS in Psychology
BA in Religious Studies
BO in Undecided
BS in Middle Sch Sci Educ
BS in Engineering
MAT in Early Childhood Educ
MA in English
MA in Physical Education
PMD in Pharmacy
BA in Mass Media
BA in Advertising
BA in Media Management
BA in Broadcast Journalism
BA in Public Relations
BA in Print Journalism
BA in Advertising
BS in Nursing
MBA in Business Administration

Campus Codes
Roanoke Campus
Virginia Beach Campus
Main Campus

Test Score Codes
SAT Verbal
SAT Mathematics
ACT English
SAT Reading Subscore
GMAT Verbal Score
ACT Math
ACT Reading
ACT Science Reasoning
ACT Composite
TSWE Score
ACT Sum of Standard Score
SAT Vocabulary Subscore
Law School Admissions Test
ACT Subscore Usage & Mech
Miller Analogies
GMAT Quantitative Score
GMAT Total Converted Score
ASSET
ACT Subscore Rhetorical Skills
ACT Subscore Elem Algebra
ACT Subscore Alg/Geometry
ACT Subscore Plane Geom/Trig
ACT Subscore Social Studies
ACT Subscore Arts/Literature
ACT Norm Usage & Mechanics
ACT Norm Elementary Alg
ACT Norm Alg/Geometry
ACT Norm Plane Geom/Trig
ACT Norm Social Studies
ACT Norm Art/Literature
GRE Verbal Code
GRE Quantitative Code
GRE Analytical Code
GRE Biology Total Score
GRE Biology Subscore 1
GRE Biology Subscore 2
GRE Biology Subscore 3
GRE Chemistry Total Score
GRE Chemistry Subscore 1
GRE Chemistry Subscore 2
GRE Chemistry Subscore 3
GRE Computer Science Total
GRE Computer Science Sub 1
GRE Computer Science Sub 2
GRE Computer Science Sub 3
GRE French Total Score
GRE French Subscore 1
GRE French Subscore 2
GRE French Subscore 3
GRE Geography Total Score
GRE Geography Subscore 1
GRE Geography Subscore 2
GRE Geography Subscore 3
GRE Geology Total Score
GRE Geology Subscore 1
GRE Geology Subscore 2
GRE Geology Subscore 3
GRE German Total Score
GRE German Subscore 1
GRE German Subscore 2
GRE German Subscore 3
GRE History Total Score
GRE History Subscore 1
GRE History Subscore 2
GRE History Subscore 3
GRE Music Total Score
GRE Music Subscore 1
GRE Music Subscore 2
GRE Music Subscore 3
GRE Philosophy Total Score
GRE Philosophy Subscore 1
GRE Philosophy Subscore 2
GRE Philosophy Subscore 3
GRE Physics Total Score